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+16469217328 - https://www.pfchangs.com/locations/us/ny/new-york/62-fulton-
st/7005-financial-district.html

Here you can find the menu of P.f. Chang's To Go in New York. At the moment, there are 15 dishes and drinks on
the card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about P.f. Chang's To Go:

I was already a few months in pf chang, now it is very clean and elegant. in the minute I come, I feel very
welcome, especially with maggy at the front. eating is to die, because can't give up the nude and the victor, and if

you need help to ask cris, she always helps me if I have complicated group orders. very recommend to all my
friends and family that this is a great place. read more. The place also offers the possibility to sit outside and

have something in nice weather. What Maurice Phillips doesn't like about P.f. Chang's To Go:
My food took 45 minuets for a Togo order. After waiting so long the food didn't even taste fresh. The fried rice

was soggy. I asked for four hot mustards and they bearally covered the bottom of a condement cup. Plus it was
expensive. read more. In P.f. Chang's To Go from New York, you can enjoy versatile, tasty Chinese cuisine that's
traditionally prepared in a wok, and a lot of freshly harvested vegetables, fish and meat are used to cook healthy
Japanese dishes. The Asian fusion cuisine is also an important part of P.f. Chang's To Go. Anyone who finds the

everyday and generally known menus too boring can here approach with a willingness to experiment and try
some unexpected combination of ingredients eat, and you can try scrumptious American menus like Burger or

Barbecue.
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Salad�
SALAD

Mai� course�
RIBS

Chicke�
KUNG PAO CHICKEN

Spirit�
AMERICANO

Mai� Cours�
MONGOLIAN BEEF

Soup
EGG DROP SOUP

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Drink�
DRINKS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

Restauran� Categor�
AMERICAN

GLUTEN FREE

Ingredient� Use�
EGG

CHICKEN

TRAVEL

BEEF
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